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Water
Conservation
Device

The Water Drip Problem
The Need to Conserve: The U.S. population has doubled over the past 50 years, while our thirst for
water has tripled. With at least 40 states anticipating water shortages by 2024, the need to conserve
water is critical (EPA)

Demand on Resources: Residential water use, both single-family and multi-family, is often the largest
single demand sector for a water utility (AWE)
The Water Drip Problem
Household leaks in the US waste 1 trillion gallons of water annually

Many geographical areas around the country face extremely high water costs – and the costs will
only get higher
Undetected leaks can cause unhealthy black mold from forming

Detecting household leaks will help reduce waste, costs and excessive
demand on water utilities
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Sensera Solution: Towakon©
Towakon is a low cost, highly reliable, easy-to-install Water Conservation Device that quickly
and efficiently detects leaks and other failures and wirelessly alerts of problem.
Employs Sensera’s
unique microflow
sensing technology
Initially targeting
toilet leaks

Applicable to
consumer/home,
hotel, commercial
property, etc,
Use on irrigation
systems, ice makers
etc.
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Toilets: Main Source for Household Leaks
Toilets use about 27% of all of the water in the average
home, and they are one of the likeliest places to find leaks
There are 350 million toilets in the US, many of which have
leaks
A leak of just 1 drop per second (.3ml) wastes nearly 2,500
gallons per year

An apartment building of 400 units each with one drip leak =
$20,000 wasted per year
By eliminating toilet leaks, an average 3-bedroom home
owner could save hundreds of dollars per year
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Catastrophic Toilet Failures
Toilet failures are the second leading source of
residential water losses, after plumbing supply line
failures.

78% of all toilet failures were caused by faulty
supply lines, toilet flanges, fill valve assemblies or
toilets that have backed up and overflowed.
Substantial insurance losses due to overflowing
toilets

Homeowners pay thousands of dollars each year
to clean up after a toilet overflows when they aren’t
home
Apartment owner sued for $334K for
catastrophic toilet leak in NYC, thousands of
other cases

Toilet failures cost an average of $5,584 per
incident, after the deductible was paid.
Newer homes are more likely to have a water loss
caused by a sudden failure, which results in more
severe damage.
Older homes are more likely to experience a water
loss due to a slow and seeping failure.
Approximately 14% of all toilet failures occurred in
unoccupied homes
Property and Casualty insurance companies spend
upwards of $9 Billion dollars each year on
homeowner claims for interior flooding.
https://disastersafety.org/ibhs/water-damage-studies/
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Towakon™: The Toilet Water Conservation Device
Proprietary Microflow Detection Technology
Detect ultra low leak rates of 1 drop per second (.3ml) or less
Unique to industry
Low cost (quick ROI)
Connected wireless technology can notify by audio, email or text.
Auto shutoff on overflow capability
Stops small leaks automatically without interfering with function
Easy to install – takes minutes, 1 tool required!

Every toilet in a building can be networked with a superintendent
dashboard on their office computer
Patent pending
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Key Features
Communicates with your
cell phone or the internet
Stay connected with the status of
your home appliance.

Detects continuous flow
situations and warns you
by audio, email or text
Audible alarm for overflow. Your
toilet will email you if an
emergency overflow occurs.

Autonomous emergency
shutoff capability

Self powered – no
electrical hookup required

Can be configured to shut
down the water supply to your
toilet if a run away situation is
detected.

Ingenious design derives power
from water flow and requires no
AC voltage.

Overflow!

Detects low leakages of 1 drop per second
and less
Patent pending technology allows the detection of
leaks as low as 0.3ml per second! In an apartment
building of 400 units this can mean $20,000 per year. .

Detects leaky flapper valve

Standard crescent wrench to install

Often Homeowners are unaware toilet
flapper is leaking, wasting hundreds of
gallons of water.

or install by hand if your toilet connection is
compatible!
inserts between the supply valve
and your toilet by hand!
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Case Study: The Average American Family of Four
Water Rates in US range from 0.108 cents to 0.718 cents per liter
COST: Home/Apartment Toilet Leaks
There is a 10% likelihood you are leaking 32,000 gallons per year ($134 to $892)
Leaky toilet flapper= average at 250 gal/day = $1100/yr wasted water
Average insurance cost for overflow event > $5000 to insurance companies after
homeowner pays deductible, $1000 typical

Towakon:
→ Saves $1000-$6000 per year
for continuously leaking toilet
→ Eliminates risk of high damage
cost from runaway overflow

SAVINGS Delivered by Towakon
Home owner alerted of the leak (text, email, cellphone)
Corrective actions can be taken
− Repair toilet-eliminate the leak
− Automatic turn off of the toilet supply
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Simple Installation
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A typical installation takes just
minutes. The device installs
between the wall supply valve and
the supply line that goes from the
speedy valve to the toilet.
Orientation doesn’t matter.
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Flush the toilet then pair the device
with your phone.
Download the app to receive email
updates about the status of your
toilet(s).

1. Shut off the supply valve on the wall behind the toilet.
2. Flush the toilet to empty the toilet water tank.
3. Undo the connection from the line to the wall (some are hand
tighted, others require a crescent wrench)

4. Screw in the Towakon to the wall.
5. Screw in the toilet line to the other side of the Towakon. You’re done!
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Towakon Competition
What they do
Home leak detection
systems such as
Honeywell, LeakSmart,
Optical sensors
Main shutoff valves
such as Water Hero,
FloodMaster, leaksmart

What they miss

Cost

Sense water on
the floor after a
leak has
overflowed

Already too late. Does $69 - $185
not address ultra low
leaks.

Shuts down
water to entire
house, not
applicable for
large buildings

Cannot sense low
$216 - $425
leaks that end up
causing substantial
loss. 120VAC required

None of these solutions monitors, warns of
degradation and controls the device that
leaks.

Towakon does it all!
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Water Conservation
Starts At Home

Towakon Specifications*:
Power Requirements – self powered rechargeable battery by energy harvesting. 3.3V
internal. Warns of low battery condition and can be programmed to shut down toilet if unused
for more than a certain period of time that exceeds remaining battery life. A Battery only
version is available at a lower cost.
Pressure Range – operates over the range of commercial and domestic plumbing pressures.
Mounting requirements – any orientation, water proof housing. Hand tightened compression
fittings the same as those used for a supply valve.
Wireless Communication – Can be configured with Blue Tooth Low Energy (BLE) to mobile
phone or laptop computer or wireless network 802.11
Data Storage – reports leak rate and type (low and continuous from bad fill valve or periodic
bursts of flow from a bad flapper valve). Number of flushes per day. Approximate total volume
of water consumed or wasted per day.
Emergency Cutoff – can be configured to shut off toilet supply after user specified amount of
time 100 to 1000 seconds (300 seconds default). This option not on current prototype.
Size – approximately 150mm x125mm x 125mm (outside extent)
Weight – 545g (20 oz)
Expected Lifetime of 5 Years
No maintenance, install once and replace every 5 years to insure continued protection
*Specifications subject to change
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